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Premium Oak Eiger - WBO6521

EXTRA WIDE BOARDS  
IN TRENDY DESIGNS

The Premium Oak range uses character 

grade European Oak, designed to bring the 

features of the forest to your floor. These rustic 

features are matched with a brushed and 

textured matt surface for a classic timeless 

look and feel. Bevels on the long side, and 

a palette of contemporary colours provide a 

platform for any modern interior.

HIGHLY SCRATCH, WEAR 
AND STAIN RESISTANT

The planks are finished with a highly scratch, 

wear and stain resistant European lacquer 

for optimal performance. In fact, testing has 

shown that Premium Oak is coated with 

one of the most wear resistant pre-finished 

coatings available, offering complete peace 

of mind well into the future! 



Premium Oak French Grey - WBO1239

PREMIUM OAK

STRONGEST  
JOINING SYSTEM

Premium Oak comes with the best and 

strongest joining system in the world, Uniclic®, 

profiled on all four sides of each and every 

board. This ensures fast and easy installation, 

and no gaps immediately after installation.

SUPERIOR  
STABILITY

Premium Oak planks have superior stability 

thanks to the stable and durable plantation 

hardwood core, ensuring that your floor 

stays beautiful for years and years to come. 

Premium Oak is manufactured to the 

highest standards in the world in our own 

European operated plant.



IT’S  
NATURAL

Remember, Timber is a natural product and includes all the 

features of the forest. This provides for a selection of knots 

and other natural features in line with the beauty of natural 

oak. Colour variation is also to be expected and distinguishes 

your Premium Oak as natural timber, not a manufactured 

imitation. 

Remember wood flooring is not colour fast. Whenever 

samples or flooring are exposed to natural light, they will 

change colour. This is a natural part of wood.

Also remember that there is always some slight noise 

associated with any wood flooring systems, this is a normal 

part of wood flooring and may vary from time to time with 

the climate.

CREATING A TIMBER FRIENDLY 
INDOOR ENVIRONMENT

Timber floors should not be installed more than two 

weeks prior to a new dwelling being occupied with 

window coverings installed so that the floor will experience 

normal ‘interior’ conditions. Otherwise, extreme indoor 

conditions may lead to cracking, shrinking, cupping 

or other distortion of the wood flooring. Such damage 

resulting from extreme conditions is not covered 

by warranty.

Premium Oak is genuine timber flooring, therefore proper care 

and maintenance is required to avoid unnecessary marking 

and scratching.

GRADING

Premium Oak contains a lively level of variation in colour and grain structure. Planks have been selected with large filled 

knots to provide an authentic “forest to the floor” charm.

Colour Knots

Sapwood

lively variation max. 50 mm, qty per panel - no limit

high highlow low

allowed



BLANC WBO1522

SIERRA WBO2524

* Residential applications only

Product images may differ from actual product. The availability of products, or the products themselves, may change at any time 
without notice.

RANGE

EIGER WBO6521

MATTERHORN WBO7809 FRENCH GREY WBO1239

KILIMANJARO WBO8865

ARCTIC WHITE WBO2094

EVEREST WBO3526

BLACK FOREST WBO4528

ASPEN GREY WBO1004

LENGTH: 1820mm  |  WIDTH: 190mm  |  THICKNESS: 14mm  |  1 BOX: 6 PLANKS ≈ 2.075m2

PREMIUM OAK



INSTALLATION

Floating or glued down, it’s your choice! Thanks to the Uniclic® joining system, Premium Oak can be 
installed as a floating floor or glued directly to dry, level and clean subfloors like timber or concrete.

FLOATING

Premium Oak can be installed as a floating floor on a high 

quality underlay which will reduce footfall sound. This method 

has a lot of advantages. The installation is faster and you can 

enjoy your floor immediately, no waiting time for the glue to 

dry. It is also easier to take up than glue-down floors, and 

easier to repair in the event that one or two boards become 

damaged down the track!

 GLUED DOWN

On the other hand, Premium Oak can also be installed glued 

down. This installation method is often selected to reduce 

some footfall sound. It also has a couple of disadvantages, 

for instance, the floor must be completely flat, dry and clean 

before installing and board replacement is considerably 

more difficult. Ask your retailer for more information.

Hold the panel to be installed at an angle of 20° to 30°. 

Move the panel gently up and down and at the same time 

exert forward pressure. The panels will automatically click 

into place.

METHOD 2 : HORIZONTAL  
 INSERTION

Ideal for awkward corners or installing under door frames. 

Unlike most other systems, Uniclic® panels can also be 

joined together horizontally. This is essential when you install 

the last row of panels to be installed or in places where it is 

difficult or even impossible to rotate the panels (underneath 

door frames, for example).

METHOD 1 : ROTATE    
 AND CLICK



PREMIUM OAK

Premium Oak Arctic White - WBO2094
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